ABSTRACT
In Henrik Ibsen's poem 'Paa Vidderne' of 1859, variously but never quite accurately translated as 'On the high mountains' or 'In the mountain wilderness', the narratorial 'I' leaves his village in the valley and his mother and beloved behind, and sets out to seek a different life on the high mountains. The vidder is the specific terrain of the Norwegian mountain plateaus and denotes not only high altitudes but also what could be described as 'wide open spaces and the far wide distance'.
1 For most of Ibsen's poem, until the end of section seven (of nine), the narrator believes his removal to be temporary, and even when the snow closes his path home and he knows he is trapped in the mountains until spring, he fantasises about being able to fetch his mother and his beloved up to live with him once spring arrives. By spring, however, the work of the unnamed hunter that visits him 'from the south' and who has 'taught [him] to forget' has removed all yearning in, indeed all possibility for, the 'I' to return to the valley life, and in the last stanzas he renounces his valley existence with finality. Ibsen's poem could be, and has been, read as a comment on the conditions of artistic integrity -the need for removal from conventional society, the supreme importance of 'otherness' and distance, the sacrifices relished and the longings endured.
3 It is however not insignificant that the narrator's withdrawal and subsequent transformation takes place in the Norwegian mountain-scape, and the poem could also be understood as part of several narratives around these landscapes that were growing in cultural significance throughout the nineteenth century, and which would come to be of collective, and in particular national, importance.
The increasing centrality of the mountains in Norwegian collective consciousness emerged partly at least because of foreign interest. Through out the nineteenth century, interest in Norway by foreign, and in particular British, DOI: 10.1080/01433768.2013.855395 © 2013 The Author(s). Published by Taylor & Francis. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. The moral rights of the named author(s) have been asserted. travellers steadily increased, as it became 'more the rage every year'. 4 As the number of visitors grew, so naturally did the provision for them (hotels, time-tables, agents, guides etc.), resulting in a greater domestic awareness of the landscape as a commodity and asset. This foreign interest in the Norwegian high mountains in turn relied on a Romantic re-evaluation of mountain-scapes that had come to see them as locations for sublime experiences, imbued with spirituality, and as physical vessels of essential heritage in geological terms. From having been what Nicolson terms 'Nature's Shames and Ills', mountains at the beginning of the early nineteenth century meta morphosed into 'temples of Nature built by the Almighty' (Nicolson 1959, p. 2) , a result of a more comprehensive re-evaluation of the land which permeated fundamental approaches to nature and landscape from this point on. The change in appreciation of the Norwegian mountains that occurred throughout the nineteenth century must therefore be seen in the context of the 'tremendous revolution of perception' (Macfarlane 2003, p. 18) that took place in the West, as all the qualities for which mountainscapes 'had once been reviled [now] came to be numbered among their most prized aspects' (ibid.), and allowing them to reach 'a truly prominent position in European imagination, acquiring the panoply of meanings that it still displays to this day' (Senici 2004, p. 9 ). Ibsen's use of this particular landscape to effect a quasi-spiritual change in his narrator thus corresponds with the nineteenth century's changing interpretation of our relationship with Nature, and the specific place mountains inhabited in various narratives around this relationship. 5 Ellen Rees suggests that the landscape of Norway could be understood as an alternative 'cultural institution': bereft of historical lineage in courts, theatres, operas and other grand cultural and historical objects around which a national narrative of development and achievements could be constructed (and which Norway's two historically dominating neighbours Sweden and Denmark could showcase to a much greater degree), Norway found in its fjord-and mountainscape a culturally symbolic inheritance which might stand in for such institutional monuments. The articulation of this significance was aided by interpretations foreign spectators made of the landscape:
[A] land of eternal snows, whose mountain heights are fraught with the mystery of a silence never broken, where the foot of man never falls; a land of gigantic icebergs, rushing streams, grand waterfalls and mighty cataracts, that seem to increase and multiply as you progress through the country. A land which owes everything to nature, and nothing to man or art (Charles William Wood 1880, pp. 1-2).
Rees is referring to what Grimley identifies as a 'broader cultural shift in Norway in the second half of the nineteenth century', in which the domestic mountain-scape became 'emblematic of Norwegian cultural difference and political independence', and in which 'the emphasis on the physicality of the [Western] Norwegian landscape and its perceived healthiness' served as a cultural signifier (Grimley 2006, p. 71) . This twofold characterisation of the landscape as both of personal benefit and national focus appears consistently in various commentaries. Myhre, for example, writes that 'Nature worship was quite prevalent among the middle classes as well as the elite in Norwegian society from the second half of the nineteenth century, a fact much tied to the phenomenon of national identity, which was, even more than in other countries, connected with nature' (Myhre 2004, p. 225) . This combined with a distinct 'anti-urbanism' during the last decades of the nineteenth century, which was 'based partly on a critique of the social conditions of the larger cities, partly on an identification of the urban with what was not considered Norwegian, an aspect of the political and cultural struggle around national questions ' (ibid., pp. 223-4) . The perception of these landscapes as 'natural' antidotes to the developing modern city-scape, construed as more authentic than the urbanised society whose 'artificial' institutions they were seen to substitute, point up the inherent power in such narratives, as -and this is Rees's main point -the concept of a specific landscape as containing certain values, and the transformation of natural assets into cultural currency, is no less a socio-cultural construct. 6 The 'discovery' of the Norwegian mountains, as discussions thereof tend to recognise, therefore needs to be considered at least partly as a matter of exchange between the outside interest in this 'Northern Playground', 7 and its domestic cultivation and development. This exchange, or dialogue, is also between perception and expression, a cyclical process which continuously re-narrates the mountain-scapes and imbues them with value beyond their physical matter (ideological, spiritual, economic, political or aesthetic). We need to be careful, however, as Matless warns not to 'lump all cultural expressions of ruralism together as representing a simple, nostalgic and conservative longing for a "rural idyll" ' (1998, p. 16) , as even within national landscapes more than one specificity of landscape can be centralised and iconosised (ibid., p. 18) . Furthermore, even responses to any singular landscape often reveal, at closer un-picking, a complex set of values, preferences and traditions that may resist collective labelling and are better understood as dominant tendencies in the cultural expressions they give rise to, and which in turn help re-narrate these landscapes. It is as a part of such narrations and 'cultural constructions' that musical responses to the Norwegian mountainscapes can function.
When considering musical interpretations of, or responses to, landscape, the concern, Julian Johnson writes, must not be with the 'imitation of nature' but with the way 'in which a society constructs an idea of nature and the role that art, and [here] specifically music, may have in the articulation of that idea' (1999, pp. 1-2; my emphasis). The articulation is, however, only one function of music (or any art), as it is also part of the 'making of views on nature' (ibid., p. 16). The way in which it does so is less easily defined, as Shepherd and Wicke note, as 'no theoretical protocol exists for underwriting the link between the sounds of music and the social and cultural affects, the social and cultural identities -whether individual or collective -to which they give life and substance' (Shepherd & Wicke 1997, p. 2) . The absence of such a theoretical protocol should however not be taken as an indication of the lack of potential in considering such links. Philip Bohlman underlines this when he argues for music as being 'insistently more than itself ', and exemplifies its potential functions and relationships as, among others: music and/in/of culture; as text/context; embodied experience; as everyday/marked experience; music in/out of time; music emplaced/displaced (Bohlman 2008, p. 1; adapted) .
Bohlman is particularly interested here in the 'power [of music] to sustain the process of transcendence [and] to become more than it was in the world of its creation' (ibid., p. 4).
8 But Bohlman's juxtapositions above also highlight the dual ability of cultural utterances to function simultaneously as both substance/content and reflection/expression. It is as a point of intersection between 'in' culture and 'of ' culture, as both 'text' and 'context' that the music growing out of encounters with the Norwegian mountainscapes becomes part of the various constructs contemporary society builds around them. That music can further be encountered as tangible matter and corporeal experience enables it to also engage with the physicality of the mountainscapes and the 'sense of place' inherent in the focalisation of specific mountains, while its ability to be both 'in' and 'out of ' time responds to the nostalgic tendencies that condition nineteenthcentury mountain reverence. Heeding Shepherd and Wicke's warning not to conceive of the role and voice of music as a 'phenomenon generalizable from individual pieces', this article will consider musical responses to the Norwegian mountain-scapes as 'particular instances of signifying practice' which is socially and culturally constituted (Shepherd & Wicke 1997, p. 5 (Andersson 1970, p. 110) before being introduced to a Swedish audience in May the same year. It reportedly became the piece by the composer played most often during his lifetime (Castegren 1970, p. xiii) .
There is little documentation on the conception of this piece, and Jan Höglund (1996, p. 97) concludes only that we do not know what made Berwald write the set of six tone poems to which it belongs. It appears uncertain that Berwald had any extensive 'Erinnerungen' of Norwegian mountains of his own: the only trip to Norway that we know he made was a concert tour with Jan van Boom in 1827, 10 which took them to Christiania (now Oslo) and Bergen. We have very few details of this tour beyond some concert notices, and cannot therefore be sure what precise experience Berwald had of the mountains that he proposes to be memorialising.
According to a pre-concert article in Die Gegenwart in 1847, however, the main theme, often referred to as the 'Andante-theme' from its tempo marking, is supposed to be a tune that Berwald had heard a coachman sing while on a journey across 'Fille Fjellen' (26 January 1847 : Lomnäs 1979 . Attempts to locate the original song have proved futile, and Castegren quotes a Norwegian folk music expert, in whose opinion the tune is not an original, pre-existing Norwegian tune (Castegren 1970, pp. xiii, 187) . 11 A direct transfer of musical material cannot therefore be verified, though it should not be ruled out either. Fille Fjellen is a mountainous area traversed by the 'King's Road', and historically the most important route between east and west Norway. It acquired its current name in the eighteenth century in reference to the medieval use of the road by King Sverre of Norway (1184-1202), once a pilgrim route which passed a late twelfth-century church and a postal route since 1647. It is very likely that this is the route Berwald and van Boom took between their concert engagements in Christiania and Bergen. The 'Andante theme' itself also displays melodic and rhythmic similarities to particular types of Norwegian folk melody (as Castegren admits), and could be said to create what Jones (in discussion of Beethoven's Sixth Symphony) calls a 'generic resemblance' which relies more on association rather than on actual imitation (Jones 1995, p. 77) . In this way, locality could be understood as having at least referential links with the tone poem, its musical material and a possible personal experience of its landscape.
Erinnerung is a short orchestral piece in in one movement, composed in a compact sonata form 12 with added introduction and coda. It opens with a sixteen-bar Adagio-section consisting of twobar phrases which repeats a simple rising and falling figure, each ending with a harmonisation on the dominant (C7) which leads it back to the tonic (f-minor) and a fermata pause before the next two-bar phrase. The short theme presented is relatively simple (a few steps up the f-minor scale, and back down again; see Fig. 1a ) and slow to the point of sounding hesitant, and these repeated phrases, although each complete a harmonic cycle, seem brief and tentative. The minor mood, the rising and falling character, and the slow, stretched-out legato phrasing further imbues the theme with a melancholic wistfulness. To contemporary audiences it may have sounded even more so if they were aware of a popular song (originally hymn) with which the first seven notes of this theme is shared. 'Till Österland vill jag fara' ('To the Eastern Lands I Long'), speaks initially of a longing for the Holy Land, but the text (more than twenty-two verses exist) soon drifts into a more generalised yearning to be with a beloved. The tune is first recorded in the Swedish hymn book of 1695, and can be found in various song collections from 1865 onwards, suggesting that the Swedish audiences at least would likely have been familiar with it.
This opening is followed by the thirteen-bar tune Berwald reportedly heard when travelling across Fille Fjellen. This is a more fluid and melodious theme than the opening section, contrasting it in tempo -now Andante 13 and in a lilting, trochaic 3/4 pulse -and expanding both the harmonic cycle and the melodic span (see Fig. 1b ). It is still in f-minor and the melancholy minor tonality (aided by the phrase's repeated downward movements) together with the dotted quaver-semiquaver figure and the recurring stress on the second beat of the bar imitates aspects of traditional Scandinavian folk dances. Höglund, among others, hears it as 'breathing [of] Nordic melancholy' (1996, p. 98), 14 and although this oft invoked definition of sounds relating to northern areas remains a largely undefined and ambiguous qualifier, such regional connotations allows us to at least partly understand it as an aural connector to a specific geographical location.
Contemporary listeners seem to have appreciated the 'simple and melodic rhythm' (Dagligt Allehanda, 21 May 1842, unsigned : Lomnäs 1979, p. 222 ) that can be found both in the Andante section, and in Erinnerung's main theme. The latter is a breezy, quite brisk but long-lined and unhurried theme, spanning eleven bars and again bearing reminiscences of similar traditional folk tunes, ending in a 'coda' of chromatic triplet-figures which varies the mood on each occurrence. As this theme first appears, at bar 98, it moves the piece out of f-minor, and into its major parallel, Ab-major. This is in line with the sonata form, and prompts Layton to regard Erinnerung as devoid of 'tonal surprises' (Layton 1959, p. 135) , but the major tonality after nearly half the piece (at 4.08 minutes) in a minor key nevertheless emphasises the theme's brightness and sunniness. As the theme returns in a later passage (the start of the recapitulation section) it comes not in the expected home key (tonic) of f-minor or in the major parallel key, but in F-major. This move into F-major is significant as it enables us to hear a relation to the first movement of a more well-known orchestral piece, Beethoven's Sixth Symphony, the 'Pastoral', in F-major, from 1808. 15 Apart from the harmonic similarity, they share a cheerful, simplistic energy (amplified in a following secondary theme in the Erinnerung passage of repeated, 'marching' crotchets which climb an octave in each phrase), a fluidity unhindered by tempo changes or dynamic variations, and an overriding textural emphasis on the string section (with woods and brass selectively employed as sonoric additions).
Beethoven stated clearly of the 'Pastoral', that it was intended more as 'the expression of feelings ('Empfindung')' that Nature can evoke, rather than 'painting ("Malerei")' of the same (although later reception have been want to hear it differently; Jones 1995, pp. 1, 81ff). Its first movement is entitled 'Awakening of cheerful feelings at arriving in the countryside' 16 and like Erinnerung it opens with a single phrase that stops on a fermata pause, as if it wants to 'allow listeners to take stock' (ibid., p. 54). Jones draws a parallel here to a similar use of pauses in Haydn's Creation (1798), where they encourage listeners towards 'contemplation and awe, as the natural world stands still in its perfection' (ibid.). The restricted harmonic range of Beethoven's first movement is also echoed in Erinnerung, as is a musical language that occasionally employs 'pastoral' features. The return of the main theme in Erinnerung is for example preceded by the first two bars from the Andante-theme: now in tripled note-values and forming a six-bar long, slow, mournful descent, first in Ab-minor, then repeated in its original f-minor, over a pedal-eb (this held, 'pedal'-note itself regarded as a pastoral device) in the double-basses and long, still chord in the strings. In and out of this stillness flits a flute drill, a quick burble on the clarinet, and a bassoon on a pizzicato-shaped rising minor triad. Berwald's engagement with these pastoral features should however, as Beethoven's, be understood not as 'Malerie' but as 'expressions of feelings' that this landscape generates, and through-out its nine minutes, Erinnerung uses sonoric, tonal and rhythmic means to display a range of these.
According to New Grove II, Berwald's music can often be understood as conceived in terms of specific sonorities, and it is this 'heightened sensitivity to the timbral characteristics of the sound object' that is one of the more 'Nordic' aspects of his music (Layton & Grimley 2001, p. 479) . As Erinnerung settles on what should be its final f-minor chord, a lone trombone solo emerges on a subtly different and partially fragmented version of the Andante-theme (Fig.   1c ). It creates a sonority around the theme not previously heard, and against the unstable harmonics of the held string chords (f-min/Fmaj/Bb-min/G-maj/f-min) over a pedal-f, the trombone manages to sound both familiar and alien, both from within the piece and displaced. Although these final bars eventually bring the tone poem back to an f-minor close, the return to the tonic now feels less secure, and a contemporary review after the first performance (marred, incidentally, by appalling acoustics) noted that 'the ending seemed somewhat abrupt, and that it appeared [to me] that the thought had suddenly been interrupted' (Dagligt Allehanda, 21 May 1842 , unsigned: Lomnäs 1979 . This describes well the effect of the last five bars (even if the suggested reason is implausible) and the partial sense of bewilderment that the tone poem suddenly and unexpectedly leaves its listeners with.
The trombone connects through its sonority with a rural herding tradition that was still the dominant culture of the Norwegian mountainscapes, and thus with the Romantic interest in folk traditions as well as with its own (alleged) locale. As it echoes out against the orchestra's very still final chords, a heightened melancholy forming out of its undress, the emptiness against which it rings out makes it sound spatially unconnected, a solitary sound travelling across vast open vistas. By reverberating separately from the rest of the orchestra, it creates a spaciousness which imitates the natural characteristics of the open spaces of the high mountains. Suggestions of continuity and perpetuity are embedded in the echoes it creates, both sonically, and thematically through its relationship with the Andante-theme. MotteHaber writes of echoes as recalls of a great, unbound, 'Ferne' (Motte-Haber 2000, p. 53 ), and these echoes here effect what Johnson calls Fig. 1c . Erinnerung, last five bars, trombone solo a 'construction of distance ' (1999, p. 58) . In this final trombone, this boundless expanse, and the distancing of and to it, becomes Erinnerung's primary interpretation of the Norwegian mountain-scapes.
Composed in Vienna, potentially some fifteen years after the Swedish composer last set foot in Norway, and performed first to a German audience preconditioned by the Romantic fascina tion with Nordic myth, landscape and folklore, Erinnerung relies on and re-enforces this distance to the mountains it claims to engage with. Both it and its landscape exist away from the actual landscape itself, neither connecting nor engaging with it directly. As the iconic (Romantic) landscape-viewer in Caspar David Friedrich's Wanderer Above the Sea of Fog (Der Wanderer über dem Nebelmee, c. 1818) takes on the role of spectator of landscape, so does Erinnerung mainly gaze at the Norwegian mountains as a separate and separated object.
DISCOVERING THE LANDSCAPE
By the time of Erinnerung, recurring visitations to the mountains were well underway. The beginning of Norway's domestic 'discovery' of its mountain regions is often dated to 1811, when Norway's first university was founded with support from, among others, 'Selskapet for Norges Vel' (The Society for promotion of Norway's advancement], founded 1809). This led to scientific interest in the mountain regions taking hold and developing. The early decades of the nineteenth century saw expeditions to the mountain ranges being undertaken by geologists and botanists, though their journeys are best described as a cross between scientific exploration and early tourism. One of these first 'fjell-tourists' was Christen Smith (from 1814 professor of botany and national economics at Oslo university), whose letter recounting his fourteen days traversing the Jotunheimen region in 1812 is the first written account from a hike in the area. Smith was sent by 'Selskapet', with a remit to explore the region and note in particular its flora (Helberg 1977, pp. 102-4) , and this early excursion exemplifies the interaction between scientific interest, the personal and subjective encounter with and exploration of the mountainscape itself, and the subsequent narration of the encounters in scientific and (later) artistic forms. In 1818 Norway's first School of Drawing was set up in Christiania, the teachers at which could all be described as 'young mountaineers' (Messel 2008, p. 10) , and in 1819, regarded as a particularly significant year in the discovery of the high mountains in Norwegian art, both the Danishborn artist Johannes Flintoe, a teacher and key figure at the art school, and the Swedish-Finnish officer W. M. Carpelan undertook their first (separate) expeditions into the central mountain areas and returned with early sketches of the region. Carpelan travelled between Christiania and Bergen on the King's Road to check the route for his employer, the recently appointed Governor for Norway, J. A. Sandels, and his 'View from Murklopphøgda on Filefjell', dated 31st July 1819, is believed to be the first image made of the Jotunheimen mountain range that lies to the north of there.
In this way mountain hikes early on became linked to artistic output, and in the early 1830s Flintoe introduced a viewing practice which further established landscape as both a subject for artistic interpretation and as an experience of personal and (here quasi-) physical matter. The generally very popular cosmoramas were exhibitions in darkened rooms where paintings could be viewed through a magnifying lens or a glass which intensified the viewer's engagement with the painting and enhanced an embodied sense of the scene or scenery. Although the cosmoramas seem not to have stayed in vogue for long, they are arguably indicative of, and an aide to developing, approaches that experimented with the landscape as on the one hand a separated and geographically distanced object (landscape as 'gaze') and on the other a participatory (though here constructed) experience. 17 In 1848, the emerging understanding of the mountain-scape as value-laden artistic matter could be seen in a publication of a poster series of 'Norway in pictures', which consisted of lithographs of Norwegian landscape paintings based on various artists' output from 1780 onwards. 18 The editor and publisher, Christian Tönsberg, dedicated the collection to Sweden's King Oscar i (under whom Norway was then subject) while expressing an aim with the publication best described as patriotic: 'It is my hope, that this final collection will […] play its part in furthering knowledge, both in fellow citizens and in foreigners, about our, in magnificent natural beauty so rich, fatherland '. 19 As well as functioning as a check-point in the development of Norway's domestic landscapes as artistic motif, these drawings also demonstrate the growing sense that this landscape had cultural value and a signifying ability that demarcated something uniquely Norwegian. This is further underlined by the texts the author and folk tale collector Peter Christian Asbjørnsen wrote to accompany the posters. Asbjørnsen and his friend Jørgen Moe were to play a significant role in the cultural construction of a Norwegian national consciousness through the Norwegian fairy tales they recorded and published, and which would influence both Norwegian literature and the development of the Norwegian language. Asbjørnsen's involvement in this landmark pub lication, and the texts themselves (quotes and extracts from foreign visitors' accounts, from other Norwegian authors, and from folk tales, all interspersed with Asbjørnsen's own writing) synthesises the ability of the landscape in this context to act through more than one medium and on more than one level, as the ideology taking shape around it makes use of a rhetoric combin ing aesthetics, narratives and self-definitions. The symbiosis emerging here, between a present and -increasinglyaccessible landscape and the development of an, equally accessible, cultural heritage rooted in and related to that landscape, is the core of the growing focus on these mountain regions.
JOTUNHEIMEN: 'THE HOLIEST OF HOLy'
An area that took on a particular significance was the region now known as Jotunheimen. Asbjørnsen described a view towards the area thus in the 1848 publication:
There rises a long, unbroken stretch of horns and peaks in an Alp-region where Nature seems to have given its all to decorate the silly shapes in as frightening a manner as it possibly could, in order to scare away every living thing from these fields covered in an eternal winter. This is how Jotunfjeldene [the Jotun mountains] show themselves, Scandinavia's 'Riesengebirge', which of all of north Europe's Alps reach furthest up into the air' (Asbjørnsen, after Naumann, in Tönsberg 1848/1980).
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Today the area is a national park and generally regarded as Norway's foremost, and most popu lar, mountain region but before the early nineteenth century it was a white space on the map and essentially unknown; the geologist B. M. Keilhau reported on his exploration of Jotunheimen in 1820 that it was to 'a hitherto unknown region' (Keilhau 1820, in Messel 2008, p. 20) . 21 To A. O. Øverland, writing in 1892, Jotunheimen referred to a mountainous area of around 100-150 km² in the regions known as Gudbrandsdalen, Sogn and Valders (Øverland, in Helberg 1977, p. 102) , and Nyquist refers to a roughly similar area in 1977, but points out that no definitive borders have ever existed (p. 8). Jotunheimen National Park, as established in 1980, covers an area of over 1000km² -see map below (Fig. 2) . 22 Jotunheimen is the only area of Norway with peaks over 2,300 metres and is home to twenty-two of Norway's highest peaks, including Galdhøpiggen at 2,469 metres and Glittertind at 2,452 metres (up to 2,466 if including the glacier) -which might explain Keilhau's suggestion in 1823 to name the area Jotunfjeldene, an attempt at translating the German 'Riesengebirge'. 'Jotun' is derived from the Old Norse for giants, jötunn (Jötunheimr in Norse mythology is one of the nine worlds and home to the giants). No wonder, the poet and writer A. O. Vinje reflected in 1862, in a travel account from a journey through the region, that Norway's 'largest and wildest mass of mountains' had inspired this name, as 'it was a fitting place for trolls this'. 23 Vinje adjusted Keilhau's name to Jotunheimen -a home for giants (or trolls), even more closely related to its Norse conceptual forefather. The two versions were used in parallel until at least 1868, but Vinje's eventually became the established one. Naming the region is an important act, as it simultaneously establishes it as a conscious entity, and claims ownership over it as an object to be denoted and mapped out. The closeness between the area's modern name and that found in Norse mythology indicates not only a (Romantic) predisposition for creating passageways between ancient pasts and contemporary society but draws again also on the understanding in Norwegian national consciousness of the(ir) landscape as vessels for and shrines of their collective heritage and roots.
MEMORIES AND DISTANCE
Closely attuned to Norwegian nature in general, Edvard Grieg was a devotee of Jotunheimen in particular, and he returned there regularly, frequently bringing friends and fellow musicians, both Norwegian and non-Norwegian, along. In one of his earliest explorations of the area in 1886 he set out for Tvindehoug with the Danish poet Holger Drachmann and later in the year published a song cycle of six songs to texts Drachmann had written, partially during their trip. 'Reiseminder fra Fjeld og Fjord' ('Reminiscences of travels through high mountains and fjords'), op.44, has a Prologue and an Epilogue which frame four songs all headed by female names -presumably inspired by encounters during their trip. The Epilogue ('Farewell to Tvindehougen') opens with Grieg and Drachmann literally looking back: 'One final longing look we savour'. Gazed at from a distance, the receding mountains' snowclad peaks are imbued with an ability to guide the travellers, as in the concluding lines of the first verse:
Show us the pathway we desire: the way that leads to life's redeeming. Though happiness may lack within, o Jotunheim, you know the secret: in the hills, in the hills, in the hills there is no sin!
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Here Grieg interrupts the recitative the Epilogue started as, and with driving, continuous quavertriplets in the accompaniment, he lets the music intensify, gradually building harmonically and sonorically to the last phrase 'auf der Alm', which is set declamatorily to a chord progression over a held 'G' in the bass (stabilising and securing the phrase). Both text and melody of this last line is taken from an Austrian folk song that Drachmann had heard in the Austrian Alps, and the triple repeat of the place adverbial underlines an emphasis of the actual geographical location. 25 This loan also links Reiseminder to a wider European narrative of mountain-space as ideology, in which life 'on the heights' is demarcated as different from life found away from the mountains (in the valley, in society, in conventional, circumscribed, existence).
The Epilogue depends however on separation, and it is the act of leaving the mountains that gives them their ultimate status as objects of longing and 'unattainable wonderlands' (from the first verse). The last verse of the Epilogue ends the cycle with:
When far away from you we seek our church for our prayers When we perhaps among the trees of the woods open nature's hymnbooks, Then one nods, begin, o Tvindehoug, the reading is about you: 'on the heights…' etc. 26 Even considering the potential risk of interpreting too earnestly Grieg's and Drachmann's play with their recollections of a joint experience, undertaken perhaps in a much more light-hearted manner than might warrant an extended close reading, the set remains an artistic reconstruction and a culturally disseminated re-narration of travels into the mountains. The use of the mountain-scape as a representative, and separate, existence, and the role it is given in this guise, is very clearly conditioned both by a physical and temporal distance, as well as by a distance to a past experience of it. This has much in common with how Boym parses nostalgia: a 'longing for a home that no longer exists [or has never existed]' and a 'sentiment of loss and displacement' paired with what she calls 'a romance with one's own fantasy ' (2001, p. xiii) . The nostalgic dimension here is what enables the memories of the mountains to be perpetuated and remembered, but also what imbues the mountain-scape itself with purity and completeness: the destination for the algia -the longing -and the nostos -the 'home' to which a 'return' is constructed as the ultimate fulfilment.
The mountain-scape as a separate sphere which held unsurpassed potential for spiritual passion, artistic verve and physical well-being, is underlined in Grieg's and Drachmann's correspondence. Writing just after their trip, Drachmann summarised the legacy thus: 'I have felt Nature's firm rock under my feet: on that site many huts can be built which can house many friends, yes which even has a welcoming room for an enemy. […] See, that is the outcome of this trip to Western Norway'. 27 Grieg wrote, on sending the completed songs to Drachmann: 'Thank you, for the trip to the Western mountains! […] First of all thank you for awakening an ability, which I believed extinct in me: the ability to be captivated! I am now writing chamber music; but unfortunately! too much studio air! too little Jotunheimen!' 28 Drachmann reveals that he developed bronchitis 'as soon as he got home', and adds that: 'Doctor Stage says that Norway (in particular the high mountains) soon is the sanatorium for the entire suffering mankind -and he is right!' 29 Drachmann's doctor exemplifies here the contemporary belief in the engagement with mountain-scapes as being capable of having concrete physical benefits, and a more widely held belief in Nature as containing important cleansing abilities. Escaping from the city was to escape to health and recovery, both physically and psychologically, and this evaluation formed an important and explicit reason for the growing popularity the Norwegian mountains acquired (Fjågesynd & Symes 2003, p. 273) .
To Grieg, the relationship with the mountainscape is a personal (though not necessarily subjective) exchange and experience. He 'feels for them as though they were human characters' (J. A. B. Christie, 27 Jan 1880: Benestad & Halversen 2000, p. 473) and they 'draw me back with irresistible force […] as though they still have so much to tell me' (Jonas Lie, 18 Oct 1888: ibid., p. 473). He implores a fellow musician (Iver Holter) in need of some re-charging to 'let Nature [Jotunheimen] have you for a while', as Grieg senses he 'needs an incalculation of mountain stuff into [his] work' (11 Aug 1890, to Iver Holter; in Benestad 1998, p. 415) , 30 and to Frantz Beyer, attorney, amateur pianist, close friend and frequent fellow walker he writes before their hike in 1891: 'Therefore: to the mountains, to the mountains! There alone is the cure.' (9 Feb 1891 : Benestad & Halverson 2000 .
The relationship with Jotunheimen (Pl. I) is for Grieg to a large extent based on active engagement, exemplified when he writes to Julius Röntgen (a German-born composer, conductor and pianist who lived and worked most of his life in Amsterdam, and was one of Grieg's closest non-Norwegian friends and first biographer) about their 'jotunisieren' ('jotunising') and refers to them both as 'Jotunologen' (Carley 1993, p. 99) . These terms were not Grieg's own inventions, but ones used in other contexts for experts on the region, notably by influential scholars and scientists. Grieg's employment of the term for himself and other composers suggests a paralleling of the scientific 'discovery' of the region with their own artistic engagement.
In 1891 Grieg travelled to Jotunheimen with both Beyer and Röntgen. This is a particularly significant, and oft referenced, trip for Grieg, as it was here he met the nineteen-year old Saeter-jente 31 Gjendine Slaalien. 32 The songs she and others sang for them made a deep impression on all three travellers, and they were to use the material both directly (e.g. Grieg's op. 66, 'Norwegian folk tunes') and indirectly. For Grieg the trip resulted in renewed energy and inspiration, he felt 'ten years younger' (to Max Abraham, 10 Aug 1891: Benestad & Schjelderup-Ebbe 1980, p. 273 ) and shortly afterwards produced his fifth book of Lyrical Pieces (Lyriske Stykker), op. 54, for piano. The first three of the pieces in op. 54 have names that connect them with various aspects of Norwegian folk culture: Gjetergut ('Shepherd's Boy'), Gangar (a Norwegian march) and Trolltog ('March of the trolls'), and Röntgen, to whom Grieg dedicated the pieces, wrote to Grieg that they would be a 'another memory of the unforgettable days in Jotunheimen'. In each of them, Röntgen can hear a 'piece of [Grieg] and of the Norwegian nation', Gjetergut 'undoubtedly creating a 'Turtagrø-atmosphere', and in the gangar, Röntgen can see Grieg as when he rejoiced over hearing a farmer play his fiddle: 'and when you look around, you see the high mountains and breathe in the wonderful, sharp mountain air' (Röntgen to Grieg, 20 Dec 1891: Benestad & Stavland 1997, p. 100) . Grimley hears in 'Gjetergut' an attempt at 'mythologisising time' and links it to Boym's definitions of 'restorative nostalgia' which 'ends up reconstructing emblems and rituals of home and homeland in an attempt to conquer and spatialise time … concerned more with ritual reconstruction than with reflection' (Grimley 2006, p. 86) . This is achieved by a tonal material which is 'characterised by a sense of longing or yearning for release', and a mood with a 'prevailing emphasis […] on distance and a sense of loss' (ibid., p. 91). This sense of loss, in part enhanced by geographical and temporal distance, is a recurrent theme in the memorised experience of Jotunheimen. For Grieg this 'is life as it should be lived' -and the landscape that enables this existence of (idealised) fulfilment becomes conditioned by a temporal mythologising in its musical reconstruction.
Röntgen's memorialisation of the same experience took the form of an orchestral suite, finished the year after their trip and dedicated (initially in a solo violin and piano version) to Edvard and Nina Grieg on occasion of their silver wedding in June 1892. Röntgen would later also re-work it both for horn and piano, and also for two pianos, which suggests a certain level of adaptability both of the material itself and of its topical matter. Aus Jotunheim is in five parts, not further labelled with any kind of 'programme', but headed only by musical markings. The 'aus' in the title is however many-pronged: 'from' Jotunheimen might encompass reminiscences of emotions, moods and activities alike, as well as direct transfers of concrete material. It opens in the orchestrated version with a long, lone horn call of falling minor third intervals: a mournful call across vast, desolate spaces, evoking the vidder of the Norwegian high mountains. Out of this horn call emerges the first theme, a softly lilting melody in a slow waltz rhythm whose downwards minor third intervals suggest a melancholy that also echoes throughout many parts of the suite. This first theme is likely to have regional origins (though verification is missing) as its harmonics, rhythm and melodic 'completeness' is closely related to the local folk music (as with the Erinnerung-theme), and Röntgen also wrote explicitly that Aus Jotunheim was a direct 'memory' of their trip, containing songs and motifs that he had heard then (Röntgen: Stavland, 1994, p. 55) . Already in its opening bars, the suite then channels Jotunheimen both culturally and spatially.
The centre of the suite is its third movement, which Röntgen constructed around a lullaby Gjendine had sung them (Fig. 3a) . The melodic movement in the lullaby sits within what we could call a 'closed' space: it revolves around a central G, using only the restricted space of the fifth (up to a D) and down a semitone to the seventh (F). Within this space, the theme uses mainly the three notes of the g-minor triad (G, B, D) , employing the second and fourth note of the scale (A, C), and in particular the seventh to create contrast and potential instability before releasing the harmonics back to its central G.
Röntgen's treatment of the lullaby-theme enhances the sense of stability and assurance the melodic material contains, neutralising any destabilising elements with a steady, slow rocking rhythm which flows unbroken and unhindered throughout the movement. The orchestral version ends, as an extended echo, by repeating extensively those last 'returns' to the G in its coda, and finishing with arpeggio g-minor chords in the harp -securely reinforcing the rootedness and stability which is the movement's primary expression. 33 The lullaby is surrounded by a preceding muscular vivo ed energico (a steady 4/4 marking every beat in a march-like dance accompaniment, ending in some darkly agitated strings and harsh timpani beats) and the jaunty and spectaclelike giocoso ('joyous, merry') that follows (easily recognisable in character as of traditional folk music with its fiddle intro of upbeats in open fourths, an embellished theme and a strong rhythmical drive, and deriving much of its fairground feel from the inclusion of glockenspiel and liberal use of accompanying cymbals and timpani). Both these movements suggest some kind of collective activity, a dance or some other communal gathering with musical accompaniment -and represent a very different emotional spectrum to the lullaby of the middle movement.
The outer-most movements of the suite, numbers 1 and 5, are both marked a calmer lento (slow), and both contain the very last tune the travellers took with them from Skagastølstind. Apart from the sung material, they had also encountered a 'bukkehorn', a simple horn which could only play the first three notes of the minor scale (e.g. C, D, Eb), and been fascinated by the variety produced within the tunes they were played. After they had left the saeter, and already come some distance away from it, they heard Gjendine blow them a tune on the horn (Fig. 3b) , which, as they walked on, became fainter and fainter until it finally died away entirely. It is a poignant moment, the narrative of their reluctant departure mingling with the melancholy of the horn, 34 and the fading away inherent in the tune itself, with its gradual shedding of embellishment until only one note remains, repeated singly until it too vanishes.
Röntgen reconstructs both the memory of their experience as well as the departure and distance such memorisation depends on by ending his suite with the slow fading of this horn, and letting the suite, like Gjendine's singing of the lullaby, become 'towards the end steadily slower and quieter before the sound eventually died out' (Röntgen: Stavland 1994, p. 50) .
A memorialised sense of loss to the distanced object and experience then becomes Aus Jotunheimen's main narrative, but interspersed with moments of warmth, beauty and joy, the separation is intertwined with the constructed memory of place. As Aus Jotunheimen ends on a settled, full D-major chord, having convincingly converted the minor tonality of the farewell theme into major, it has created its own version of the mountain experience, partially remembered and partially evoked, conditioned simultaneously by a present and pervasive idealising of the mountain-scape, and the distance in time and place to a tangible experience thereof. PRESENT 36 Both Röntgen and Grieg draw explicit parallels here between their experience of the mountains, their emotional memories of those experiences, and the musical product. But their reminiscences are also clearly re-narrated and form a transposition of the mountain-scape (its shape and space as well as the emotions and sensations it imparts) into a reconstruction both separate yet un-separable from its origin. One of the themes Röntgen uses for his last movement of Aus Jotunheimen is a song that he heard on his first morning at Skagastølstind, used to call the goats back home. In the suite Röntgen has made this (vocal) goatcall into a violin solo, an instrument itself readily associated with peasant traditions but here 'falsely' used to transpose originally sung material into a performed version thereof. Concrete musical memories from the trip thus serve to evoke a set of less tangible reminiscences, which exist more in the present reconstruction than as an actual past. The Jotunheimen-dimension in these responses is one that circles around the physical time spent in the mountains, together and in the company of others, but which also functions as a point of connection: Jotunheimen is less of a single destination or locale and more of a psychological dimension, encompassing profound pleasures and enjoyments, yet conditioned by a nostalgic wistfulness.
Nostalgia, as the mal du siècle of the late nineteenth century, acquired, according to Boym, 'public space and style' and was transformed by national ideology into a collective memorisation which transcended individual memories (2001, pp. 15, 6) . 37 The rhetoric around the Norwegian mountain-scape, as it emerged during Norway's politically and culturally highly transformative periods in the nineteenth century, could be argued to contain individual (and subjectively conditioned) elements of the kind of social or collective nostalgia which serves, in Davis's terms, 'to restore, at least temporarily, a sense of socio-historic continuity ' (1979, p. 104) . The artistic responses to the landscape considered here indulge in both individual and communal nostalgic tendencies as they engage with a longing for a landscape understood to enhance both personal and collective fulfilment. Art, suggests Davis, 'thrives on nostalgia', and 'does much to shape the form and provide the substance of our nostalgic experience' (ibid., p. 73), not least through the way it condenses past and present, and the experience it brings of living 'outside of time now'. 38 The sense of loss that is at the core of any nostalgic experiences is traditionally understood to refer to a loss of something past: for the early Swiss mercenaries who were first subject to the diagnosis their homeland, but since widened into a more generalised longing for anything we no longer have or have access to. The music of the mountain-scapes of Norway, however, engage in a broader definition of nostalgia, not limited to a longing for a somewhere or sometime located only in the past, but instead anchored also in the present.
The nostalgia in this music can then be understood as one which does not necessarily correspond to something which is tangibly 'there', something that, as Boym puts it, 'is properly remembered and [which] one still knows where to look for' (Boym 2001, p. 6) . Its nostalgic characteristics are instead dependent precisely on the distance between the experience and experiencer, and function as a convergence of narrative reminiscences, sensory memories of imagined or actual experiences, and idealised properties and representations of the landscape. We might hear in them neither a reflective nor purely restorative nostalgia, but a nostalgic response to the mountain-scape which is only partially subjective, and instead sits at a crossroad of a collective narrative and individual memorisation. The modern man's 'homesickness for the wild' is only partially what these composed landscapes are about, and they should instead be heard as vehicles for expressing sensuous experiences of a mountain-scape imbued collectively, nationally and Romantically with complex sets of values around which a cyclical narrative of experience, memorisation and artistic transfers takes place. ), established at the same time. See FOR 1980-12-05 nr 02 (the official reference for the law establishing Jotenhelmen as a national park: see http://www.lovdata.no/for/ if/mv/xv-19801205-0001.html for illustration). According to Nyquist, there was never any permanent residency in the area, and the statute for the national park establishes the aim of the park as to 'safeguard a wild, unique, beautiful and to a large extent untouched high mountain-scape (fjellandskap) [in which] agriculture, outdoor activities, hunting and fishing, teaching and research might be undertaken'. It is interesting to note the relative lateness of the designation to national park -yellowstone was created already 1872, and neighbouring Sweden
